Exercise echocardiographic assessment in severe mitral regurgitation.
In chronic severe mitral regurgitation, minimum morbidity and mortality is achieved by applying surgical correction before left ventricular dysfunction becomes irreversible. This requires detection of subtle signs of early ventricular decompensation, for which isotonic stress echocardiography is more accurate than is use of resting indices of contractile function alone. We perform serial 6-monthly stress echocardiography for patients with severe mitral regurgitation, and recommend surgery when the exercise end-systolic volume index or ejection fraction reaches the cutoff values in Table 4 or if there is a clear adverse trend. Exercise echocardiography is more accurate than is exercise electrocardiography for detecting concomitant coronary disease prior to revascularization. Stress testing is also an objective measure of symptoms. Color-Doppler stress echocardiography can detect those patients whose mitral regurgitation worsens (or even develops de novo) with exercise, which can explain unexpected symptoms. Stress echocardiography, therefore, provides a comprehensive and cost-effective evaluation of patients with mitral regurgitation that combines functional, diagnostic, and prognostic information.